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§Approaching Analytics
§Facebook Insights

§What they mean
§How to interpret them
§So what? How to *learn* from and *think* about them

§Google Analytics
§ In-browser view
§Analytics Dashboard

§ Where to look, what to see

§Brief Discussion of Instagram Analytics

Today we’ll cover



§“We will never throw data away”
§ Jeff Bezos

§“Walmart only relies on the previous 4 weeks of 
data for its day-to-day merchandising 
strategies.”
§Forbes

§“Data analytics have no value on their own. 
Value is only derived when raw data is turned 
into insights, then translated into action.”
§ Jason Lee, Bain & Company

Approaching Analytics



§Who are your customers?

§What content do they want?

§When are they online?

Big Data vs. Targeted Data



Who are your clients?



When are your clients online?



What are they interested in?



§Reach
§ the number of people who had any content from your Page or 

about your Page enter their screen.
§ Billboard?

§ Impressions
§ the number of times any content from your Page or about your 

Page entered a person's screen
§ Billboard?!!?

§Page Views
§ the number of times a Page's profile has been viewed by people, 

including people who are logged into Facebook and those who 
aren’t.

§ Likes, Follows, Unlikes, 

Facebook Insights: Page Analytics



Likes, Loves, Angries, etc.
§What does this indicate?

Comments
§What can we learn from this?
§Are you responding?

Clicks & Shares
§What kind of content are these?

Facebook Insights: Engagement



Let’s take a look…
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§Reach = more eyeballs, growth, new customers

§ Impressions = repeated exposure to new and current audience

§Post Clicks= people are visiting your post, intriguing, search?

§Reactions = low-level engagement, keeping people’s attention

§Comments = more action = more engagement**

§Shares = people think this would be useful to their 
friends and they are vouching for your business.

What do these things mean?



A quick note on FB advertisement

§Facebook can be a cost-effective way to 
advertise. 
§Before throwing too much money in, make 
sure:
§Your page is up to date
§You are taking advantage of all free functionality
§You are posting regularly
§You have a way to assess success



A quick note on FB advertisement



• Free Program for monitoring website analytics
• Has its own terms (“unique pageviews, sessions, users” etc.)

• More complex than FB Insights

• Compare Date ranges, track traffic, devices, etc.

• ***Must Install on site***
• Works well & Easy to Install on w/ most WYSIWYG platforms 

(Wix, Squarespace, Weebly, etc.)

• Start it now even if you don’t think you’ll use it

Google Analytics



Let’s take a look…



Instagram Analytics

Less internal 
analytics than FB

Requires IG 
Business Page

External Programs 
(free and paid) are 
available. 



Takeaways

Data are only valuable if they generate action.

If you are a business: 💰💰💰 >👍👍👍

Don’t let the jargon intimidate you.

Start slow and simple, but you’ll only learn by 
interacting with the data.

You CAN do this!


